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Important User Information
READ THIS USER MANUAL AND ALL INSTRUCTIONS, AND WARNINGS BEFORE USE OF THE PRODUCT

KEEP ALL INSTRUCTIONS, INFORMATION AND WARNINGS FOR FUTURE USE
 

Intended Use: The Cubby Bed is an enclosed canopy bed designed for people with cognitive
conditions and special needs to provide a safe environment and to prevent bed exit and injury.

This technology hub is an optional accessory that provides greater sensory control 
and remote monitoring abilities.
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Our team has spent hundreds of hours designing, manufacturing
and testing this product. We hope it will bring rest and joy to 

you and your loved one. 
 

Follow these step by step instructions to setup your bed electronics. 
If you have any questions or issues, contact us anytime.

Email Us – Hello@CubbyBeds.com
Text Or Call Us – 855.964.2664

Let's setup your electronic accessories!

Set Up
Time
15-30
Mins

People
Required

Tools
Required

1 Phone
2.4ghz Router

Instructions

Questions?
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Parts List

Technology Hub

Camera

Circadian Light & Speaker

Camera Power Cord

 Light Power Cord

Aux Cord

Extension Cord

*Only The Cubby+ Has Electronics*
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Your paragraph text



     Open up the hub by unscrewing the 5 black thumbscrews. Set up the camera &
light by following the instructions on the following pages. Choose from the inserts
that show or hide the touch controls and insert the sensor puck into the insert. 
Close up the case with the 5 black thumbscrews, zip it into the bed, and secure it 
with the included lock to prevent removal.
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      Your Cubby Plus is set up and you are ready to install your technology hub!
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Camera Setup
The Wyze Cam is integrated into your Cubby and provides video and
audio monitoring capabilities. With the app, you can access live view,

recordings, and set up notifications to your phone, Alexa, Google Home, TV,
and other devices. See the included Wyze manual for more instructions. 

Contact Cubby Beds if you have questions or issues. 
 

Setup should take ~10 minutes. Remove the camera from the plastic casing by
unscrewing the thumbscrews on the back of the housing. Then follow the

instructions below and reinstall the camera.
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Contact Us Anytime
Email - Hello@CubbyBeds.com

Text Or Call – 855.964.2664

Need Help?



 Unlimited time recordings when motion or sound alerts are triggered
 Person/Face Detection (Coming Soon)

You have the option to upgrade to a subscription service. This subscription includes:

Cam+ Subscription (Optional)

How To Use Camera
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Event Recording
The Wyze Cam offers free cloud storage for 12-second
video clip recordings when motion or sound alerts are

triggered. If 12 seconds is too short, you are able to buy a
microSD card(sold separately) up to 32GB to record up to

3 days of continuous video. 
 

If using an SD card, follow directions to set up properly:
Open Wyze App > Select your Cubby camera > tap

settings in top right corner > Select Advanced Settings >
Select Continuous Recording or Only Motion + Sound Alert

Recording

The Wyze Cam features the ability to create a time-lapse
video. 

 
Open Wyze app > Select your Cubby Camera > Tap the
three-line button labeled "More" > Select "Time Lapse >

Set Start/Stop times > Select how often you want camera
to capture a photo > Tap "Start"

 
Once timelapse is finished, open the cameras album (More

> Album) to watch or share.

Timelapse

Pinch to Zoom
When viewing a video recording or live stream, you can
zoom in and out using the "pinch-to-zoom" gesture on

your display.
Open Wyze app > Select your Cubby Camera > Tap

settings in top right corner > Select "Alert Settings" > Turn
both alerts "On"

Enable Smoke and Carbon
Monoxide Alarm Alerts



Your Cubby has an integrated Philips SmartSleep Connected Light which 
provides the circadian light, speaker & sensors. You can control it with the app 

 or the touch controls on the light. 
 

The SmartSleep touch controls can be blocked if needed. Simply remove the
back screws and replace the pre-installed piece with 

the cover labeled "block controls". 
 

Setup should take 5-10 minutes.  The system will also work without WiFi
connection. See the included Philips manual for more detailed instructions. 

 Contact us or Philips if you have any questions.

Note: You can only connect one phone at a time. 
Reset the device to connect a different phone

Light/Speaker Setup

Step 1
Download the Philips SleepMapper app from Google play or the App store on your

smartphone. See the information in Google play or the App store to ensure your
smartphone is compatible with the app.

Step 2
After plugging in the unit, select your language via 

the control panel on the front of the unit.

Step 3
Follow the instructions in the app to connect the unit

to your 2.4gHz Wi-Fi network.
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How to Use Light/Speaker
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Use this as
your key to the icons

on your light

Set Wake-up profiles

You can set two different wake-up
profiles. For each profile you will set

the time, light intensity, wake-up
curve duration, the type of sound

and volume.

Display On/Off

Turn on/off the display touch buttons
+ time by pressing "Display" button.

Audio Feedback

Turn on/off audio feedback by
pressing "Audio Feedback" button.

Music via AUX Port

You can connect your device via AUX
port to play your own music or sleep

stories. 
*Note: you cannot wake up to music

from an AUX connected device.

Light + Sunset Simulation
Turn on/off the light by pressing "Light

intensity" button.
Sunset Simulation: The brightness of

the light decreases gradually with
colors changing from bright yellow to

orange to soft red. You can set duration
and light intensity.

RelaxBreathe

You can choose one of the breathing
programs, guided by light or sound.

 
Combine belly breathing with

light/sound guidance from the light
to help with relaxation and sleep.



2 Year Limited Warranty
Terms & Conditions

Electronics unit: The Cubby Beds limited warranty covers and is valid only for flaws and defects in the manufacturing or workmanship of the Cubby electronics
unit. The Cubby Beds limited warranty applies only to the Cubby Bed, and does not cover or apply to other Cubby products or to any purchases made outside of
CubbyBeds.com, our authorized distributors, or outside of the United States. The Cubby Beds limited warranty may not apply to purchases made through third-
party sites. Cubby Beds warranty does not cover changes to the technology hub such as surface finishes due to aging or exposure to light. Natural variations of
materials or figure or the presence of character marks. Natural variations of powder coating or paint. Small scratches or dings caused by shipping or assembly.

Normal wear and tear (including, but not limited to, everyday wear and tear of the tech hub). Damage from any of the following: sharp objects; prolonged
exposure to moisture or direct sunlight; modifications, alterations, tampering, or improper maintenance or repairs; acts of god, including but not limited to fire,
lightning, flood, tornado, earthquake, or hurricane; or any actions or uses performed outside of those recommended or specified on our site, including our faq.

Any court proceedings surrounding this warranty or the Cubby Beds product offering selection shall take place in the state of Colorado. 
 

Eligibility
To be eligible for the Cubby Beds limited warranty: You must have registered your product. You must be the original purchaser and have a valid proof of

purchase. The Cubby Bed limited warranty is not transferable to subsequent purchasers.You must have purchased the Cubby Bed directly from CubbyBeds.com
or one of our authorized distributors and be located in the continental United States.We must receive your written warranty request for the fabric as set forth
above within 2 years from the date of purchase.We must receive your written warranty request for the electronics as set forth above within 2 years from the

date of purchase. The Cubby Bed must have been installed and used only in accordance with the specifications provided with the Bed or on our website
(including those recommendations and guidelines specified on the faq page). The Cubby Bed must have been used only under typical conditions and must never

have been subjected to abuse, accidental damage, or other abnormal usage, including but not limited to cuts, tears, burns, stains, soiling, liquid damage, or
improper installation. 

 
Limited Remedy

Cubby Beds sole obligation under the Cubby Beds limited warranty is to, at our sole option, repair or replace the defective part(s) at no additional charge, if we
determine in our sole discretion that the defect is covered by the Cubby Beds limited warranty. If within the warranty period, identical materials are unavailable
at the time of repair or replacement, Cubby reserves the right to substitute materials of equal or better quality. Replacement fabrics may vary in color from the
original due to dye lot variations. The repaired or replacement Cubby parts shall continue to be covered under the original Cubby Beds limited warranty for the

rest of the original term, but under no circumstances will the Cubby Beds limited warranty be extended beyond 2 years from the date of purchase of the original
electronics. 

 
Disclaimer Of Warranties

The remedies provided in this Cubby Beds limited warranty constitute the purchaser’s sole and exclusive remedies, and Cubby's sole and exclusive obligation,
with respect to defects in the purchased Bed products or the manufacturing thereof. This Cubby Beds limited warranty is the exclusive warranty given by Cubby

and Cubby expressly disclaims, and the purchaser expressly waives, all other representations and warranties, whether express or implied, including without
limitation implied warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose, except to the extent prohibited by law. In such event, such warranty is limited

to the duration of the warranty period set forth above. This exclusion applies even if this warranty fails of its essential purposes and regardless of whether
damages are sought for breach of warranty, breach of contract, negligence, or strict liability in tort or under any other legal theory. 

 
 

Limitation Of Damages And Liability
In addition to the above warranty disclaimers, except to the extent prohibited by law, in no event will Cubby be liable for any consequential, incidental,

exemplary, or special damages arising from or relating to this Cubby Bed limited warranty or the Cubby Bed, and Cubby Beds total cumulative liability arising
from or related to this Cubby Bed limited warranty or the Cubby Bed will not exceed the amount actually paid for the Cubby Bed by the original purchaser. Your
use of the Cubby Bed is at your own discretion and risk. You will be solely responsible for (and Cubby disclaims) any and all loss, liability, or damages, resulting

from your use of the Cubby Bed.
 

Your Rights And The Cubby Beds Limited Warranty
This Cubby Beds limited warranty gives you specific legal rights. Some states do not allow limitations on how long an implied warranty lasts, so the above

limitations may not apply to you. Some states do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages, so the above limitation or
exclusion may not apply to you. You may also have other legal rights that vary by state, province, or jurisdiction. The terms of this Cubby Beds limited warranty
will apply to the extent permitted by applicable law. For a full description of your legal rights you should refer to the laws applicable in your jurisdiction and you

may wish to contact a relevant consumer advisory service.
 
 

Register Your Warranty
CubbyBeds.com/pages/warranty
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A monthly inspection of your Cubby technology hub is required
Use this checklist to inspect all components

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

        
      
     

        
    
       

        
       

        

Discontinue use and contact us immediately if
anything is damaged or missing

Electronics Maintenance Checklist
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       Plastic casing has no cracks, peeling or sharp areas
       Technology Hub zipper + cord loop are intact and lock is secured
       Black Screws are tightened on the back of the technology hub
       Electrical cords are functional and not frayed
       Face of Electronics is functional and not cracked
       Touch controls on light are in working order
       Aux cord plugin connects with phone and plays audio successfully
       Camera lens has no cracks
       Camera connects to phone app


